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NUMBER 157

as he and Mrs. Stockard have left
where your message is copied on a
Mineral Wells for Dallas. In his ab"receiving blank (to deceive the resence. President G. L. Wyllys will
cipient), while your business suffers.
preside over the meeting.
Instances 1
o
Western Union Message from Bos
A Toast to Woman. .
ton, Mass., wired to Denver and then
From Woman's National Daily.
mailed to Roswell, New Mexico, start
To strengthen lungs, clear your
From a friend in Washington City
ed on its weary way on the 20th and
there comes this beautiful toast to
brain, this Is the rule to use: Get out
reached Roswell, at 4 p. m. of the 24th
woman. It was originally given by a
and Join "old Winter's train. But walk
Message, Houston, Texas., 19th reach
The popularity of the entertainers something you should not miss.
5
man who had .been a hard drinker, Ibut
ed Roswell on the 22nd three days en
Tuesday, both afternoon and even- in STETSON SHOES. Peeler's Shoe
of the Chautauqua Assembly is conwho had turned from the wine cup
route.
It
stantly increasing and the people of ing, at 2:30 and at 8:00 o'clock. Dr. Store.
FIFTY CADETS REGISTER FIRST
Postal Oakland Calif., to El Paso, MISS FRANK MILLER THE PRIN and become one of the leading lights
Roswell are now having probably the F. L Corbett, of Adrian, Michigan,
Robert Sanders, a fireman on the
of the legal profession. The occasion
'required two days.
DAY AT INSTITUTE.
most entertaining and instructive se-- will lecture. With him will be Miss
CI PAL ATTRACTION FOR SATwas a banquet in Philadelphia oa Ap
riea of concerts and lectures ever Ethel Banner, pianist, a pupil of Hoff- Pecos Valley railroad, returned Satur
URDAY AND SUNDAY.
Fresh California grapes and moun
ril 17, 1S81S The toast is as follows:
heard here. This afternoon and to- mann and Miss Balma Bishop, vocal- day night from a month's visit witii
tain apples at Hampton's. They are
'I should like to propose a toast tonight at eight o'clock at the new Bap- ist. Both of these entertainments will his parents at his old home in Murray
fine.
56t2
night, although a total abstinence
tist
the program will be in be treats. Dr. Corbett has establish- Kentucky. He was accompanied here
man myself I toast ,to woman. To be
charge of the Howard Payne Quar- ed a national reputation as a plat- by S. Carter of Memphis, Tenn, who
C. H. Putnam and wife left Sunday
drank, not in liquor of any kind, for
tette, one of the most noted musical form lecturer, and the musical part came to locate provided he finds a OFFICERS HARD AT WORK
morning on- a trip to Cherokee, Kan.,
suitable location.
we should never pledge a woman in
ATTENDANCE IS EAIR
organizations of the country. This is of the program will be unexcelled.
and Manltou, O. T. They will be gpn
that which may bring her husband
two months.
J. T. Anderson, the auctioneer who
reeling home to abuse where he should
May Malone, Isabelle Mendenhall, conducted the sale at the Zink jewelPersistent Advertiser.
love and cherish, sends her sons to
mor
Sunday
Cecil
Miss
Green
left
The constant drop of water
Irene Murray, Sue Odem, John Ogle, ry store, left this morning for Texico,
a drunkard's grave, and her daughWears away the hardest stone; Eloise and Doris Parsons, Will Lard on his way to Chicago and Dayton, Examination and Disposition of Boys ning for Wichita, Kan., to
ters to a life of shame. Oh, no, not in
Takes More Time Than the Officers Mt Carmel College.
Sunday Afternoon Three Was a Re that, but rather in the
The constant gnaw of Towser
Prager, Cecil Russ, Katharine Smith, Ohio. He will return later to conduct
waCan
School
Find.
New
of
Board
the
ligious Meeting Participated in by ter pure as her chastity, clear as her
Masticates the toughest bone;
Dola and Kitty Thornton, Willie Will- same lot. sales at Clovds and other
Deputy
Z.
O.
Finley
a
Sheriff
made
Regents Hold Election.
Various intuitions, bright as her smile, sparkof the
the Ministers
The constant cooing lover
iams, Terrell and Marie Watson, Fay, points in eastern New Mexico.
business trip up the road Sunday.
Churches of the City. Miss Miller ling as the laughter of her eyes, cheer'
Carries off the blushing maid;
Hilda and Ida White.
Spoke Again Sunday Evening.
Mrs. A. L. Norfleet and two daughAnd the constant advertiser
ing as her consolation, strong and sus
Wilson Orr returned to Kenna Sun
1,000 Second Hand Sacks Wanted
ters, Helen and Katherine, and son,
Is .the one who gets the trade.
taining as her love in the crystal
day morning after a short stay in
At Roswell Produce & Seed Co. 57t3 Lee per, passed through this morning
Stolen.
water I would drink to her that she
RoswelL
on their way from Artesia to SherThis was the opening day of the
would remain queen regnant to the
o
PRESIDENT
WILL NOT FORCE
New program at Majestic tonight.
man, Texas, where the children will New Mexico Military Institute in Ros
empire
she has already won, groundand
Alba
Elba
Wiseman
this
left
STATEHOOD UPON CONGRESS. resume their studies in Kidd-KeCol- well. Anybody
could have told yester morning for Marionville, Mo., to en
Miss Frank Miller, a native of ed deep as the uui verse in love; built
Oyster
Bay,.
N.
au30.
By
Aug
Y..
lege. Dr. Norfleet has given up his day that it was going to be, or even ter Marionville College
ONCE A DEAD ONE, BUT
and Institute. Georgia, but a sojourner all her life up and exercised in the homes and
NOW LIVELY GOVERNOR. thority of President Roosevelt, James position in the Bank of Artesia and on Saturday. The lads have been com
in foreign
lands, was the principal hearts of the world; I would drink to
R. Garfield, secretary of the interior. will move to Sherman, or that viciniSpecial to The Denver News.
ing In on every train and automobile
Miss Beulah Walters came up from attraction at the Chautauqua Assem her, the
flower of creano
today
announced
effort
that
other
ty, as soon as he disposes of his real for three days and now that the open Lakewood this .morning to do some bly Saturday, and she remained in the tion's morning, of which man was but
Trinidad, Ook., Aug.. 30. That Geo.
towill
be
made
by
the administration
Curry, territorial governor of New Mex
estate in the Peoos Valley. He wants ing day has arrived, they poured in shopping and visit her sister, Mrs. city over Sunday and gave an inter- the bud and blossom., to her who in
ico, was once officially declared dead ward bringing up again In congress the to be near 'his family, who have prac- with such a rush that the officers of Claude Dean, for a few days.
esting address at the Baptist church, childhood clasps our little hands an J
by a coroner's jury of Las Animas question of the joint statehood of Ari- tically taken up their residence at the school could hardly care for
the place of the assembly, Sunday teaces us to lisp the first sweet pray
zona
and New Mexico. The verdict of
College.
Get your ice cream, fruits and can night.
county is an interesting bit of history
them. Fifty cadets have registered
who comes
er to the Great
57t3
dles at Hampton's.
that has just come to light 'through the people recently expressed in these
for work already, and that is
The Saturday afternoon meeting to us in youth with good counsel and
preSaturwill
accepted
by
Gladys
be
Bell
territories
returned
the
Miss
an exchange of letters between Town
of the full quota of the schools.
was attended by at least 250 people, advice, who in manhood meets our
sident as final
day night from a six weeks' visit with Superintendent Willson and his as
School tablets and stationery at despite the rainy weather. Miss Mil heart yearnings with the faithfulness
Marshal George W. Titsworth of
Garfield has returned from an exten her grandmother and other relatives
57t3 ler gave an address to the children, of conjugal
and the new governor of the
'have been having the rush half price at Hampton's.
love, and whose hand
ded trip in the West on which he visit at Henrietta, Tex., and has accepted sistants
territory
boys through
go down in the shadow.
a
taking
the
lifetime
of
was
our
while
words
when
and
feet
couched
in
it
grocery
Early In. the 80s Mr Titsworth was ed Arizona, New Mexico and Oklaho- a position as cashier in the
proper
S. I. Roberts returned and expressions suitable to .the audi- gently smooths the rough
pillow of
admitting
course
District
before
Clerk
the
Store. them, and tomorrow they expect
justice of the peace and was called ma. He predicted that Oklahoma and department of the Joyce-Fruthe this morning from Carlsbad, where ence to whom it was addressed, it death as none other can; to her who
.will
adopt
Indian
Territory
state
their
upon to hold an inquest over the body
he has .been getting ready for the op was also of great Interest to all the s the flower of flowers, the pearl of
A. Mitchell Major and mother ar dose to be repeated.
of an unknown man found on the constitution when the vote is taken
ening of the fall term of district grown people present. She told of the pearls, God's latest, best and bright
getting
preparation
The
in
consists
Alaanogordo,
the
on September 17, notwithstanding the rived Sunday from
plains thirty miles east of Trinidad.
many countries she has visited, of est gift to man woman, peerless, pure
the boys properly registered and iden- court in Eddy county.
Military
son
Institute.
to
enter
the
of
several features of the
A jury of cowpunchers was sum- criticism
tified, examined iby a physician and
different parts of this country, of the sweet, royal woman."
moned and an examination of the re- instrument by Secretary Taft ra his
placed in quarters for the term. An
o
J. A. Hall, of the Elida News, sights she has seen, experiences she
Editor
yesterday
A.
Hawkins
arrived
W.
mains led to the discovery of cards In recent speech at Oklahoma City. Den from Alamogordo on business.
other little detail that requires some who practices law on the side, came has passed through, and did not neg
Transfers of Real Estate.
ver
News.
a pocket bearing the name of George
attention is taking care of the cadets down last night to appear as attorney lect the opportunity to tell some of
The following deeds have been filed
Curry A formal verdict 'was given
above formalities have been in a contest case at the land office. the lessons she has learned. Her ad- for record in the onice of Probate
the
after
Tex.,
Nacodoches,
Summers,
of
E.
J.
For good, quiet, private board and
thalthe man had come to his death rooms
completed while the others are being He says it rained all over the country dress was thoroughly enjoyed and be- Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
arrived Sunday on a business visit.
54t6
call at 708 N. Main St.
from a sunstroke and the remains
gone over" in the same way. This about Elida from Friday night until spoke a bigger house for the night
Thomas B. Loveless and others to
o
were buried on the spot Several
- work Is left largely to Major Pearson,
yesterday morning, and that crops meeting. Miss Greenlee made her ini Robert
Porcame
down
from
M.
P.
Tabner
L. Causey, for $125, lot 42 in
Rev.
wife
and
W.
John
Smith
left
weeks later the justice of the peace,
tial appearance as a vocalist at this Lea's subdivision' of
tales Sunday evening to visit friends. the commandant, who drills them, "the on the plains are fine.
being in Trinidad, showed the pro- this morning for Dallas, the former
seems
many
lives,"
rest
delighted
their
natural
of
it
session and
her
to protect friends with her wonderfully sweet
TREE PROTECTORS,
The Lake Arthur Townsite Co. to
ceedings of the Inquest to a clerk at on a week's business trip and the latEd Tyson is in from the ranch spend to them..
many
to
visiting
ter
a
remain
month
com
carload
trees
from
rabbits
the
Win.
E. Rogers, for $45, lots 1, 2 and
the Trinidad hotel and asked him df
acproba
will
The
bulk
of
the
was
cadets
voice.
She
and
days
with friends.
ing a few
4 and the west half of block
3,
block
he knew anything of the man. "That's old friends.
bly be here and assigned to their ing. Roswell Produce & Seed Co.
companied on the piano by Mrs. Ed
1 in Lake Arthur.
me." "What do you mean?" said the
by tomorrow
quarters
and
classes
Ellis.
O'Connell
Marguerite
Edward
and
John C. Knorpp went to Riverside
Lewis Smith, who has been here a
justice "Why that's my name, 1 am
Miss Miller was dressed in costumes
of Portales, night, and by Wednesday the wheels month visiting friends and recuperatWm. D. Crowder and wife to W. J.
this morning to ship 25 cars of cattle and Mary T. McCollester,
George Curry," said the clerk.
running
smooth
will
school
be
the
to
talk- Mclnnes for $1,100, same property as
today.
of
appropriate
she
Sunday
the
countries
were
and
here
visitors
ng, left this morning for his home in
Following this a second inquest was to Canyon City, Texas, and Kansas
at the Saturday night ses above.
Kansas City, from where he will go ed about
.
held and the body was identified at City, Mo. J. F. Meers went with him
Japan
Amsion.
and Russia and their re
from
came
down
Mitchell
T.
J.
to
to
Missouri
loading
enter
'the
C. L. Higday and wife to W. J. Mc
Columbia to
assist in
the stock.
The Board of Regents of the Mili
that of John Lynn of Ohio. Mr. Titswar
were
cent
the principal subjects. lnnes, for $400, lot 10, block G3, Lake
arillo Saturday night on business.
University.
State
re
tary
and
met
week
Institute
last
worth has just received a letter in
Again Miss Miller proved an enter$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farms.
which the governor explains.
It apDr. Howard Crutcher, formerly of organized with the new member, J. P.
tainer, and again the patrons of the Arthur.
anof
payable
shipment
small"
long
loans,
time
interest
Just received:
pears that Curry was living in Raton
Chicago, has arrived for a visit "with White, who takes the place" of Nathan
The South Spring Ranch and Cattle
Chautauqua
felt repaid for coming
to pay off loan Dr. D. H. Galloway.
Jaffa. E. A. Cahoon was elected presi- shelled walnuts and pecans. Last of out in the bad weather. Miss Baker, Co. to James O. Hicks, for $50, lots
at the time and had come to Trinidad nually with privilege
dent, vice Nathan Jaffa, resigned. J. the season. Better order at once, be- the splendid young contralto singer, 9 and 10, Elkins.
to play baseball. He and Lynn slept before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
Candy
303 N. Main, opp. P. O.
In autumn woods of colors rare, P. White was elected treasurer, vice fore all are gone. Kipling's
itogether In the Hotel and Lynn rising Ago-ifurnished the special music on this
The South Spring Ranch and Cattle
67t2
Store.
ease
Hamno
are
So
you'll
G.
bkies.
resigned.
find
Cahoon,
W.
A.
there
E.
present
put
on the
earlier than Curry
occasion. The attendance was the best Co. to Robert E. Hicks, for $30, lots
daugh
W.
Beyette
Mrs.
H.
little
and
your
your head in .bracing air,
feet in ilton,
and W. M. At
governor's vest by mistake and set
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Lawrence re Saturday night up to that time, the 1 and 2, block 14, Elkins.
out across the plains. By the time the ter, Miss Karyn, left this morning for STETSON SHOES. Peeler's Shoe kinson, secretary, were
turned this morning to their home in receipts showing that about 350 were
their home in Fort Worth. They had Store.
J. J Hagerman and wife to Callie
It
mains led to the discovery o cards in been
Amarillo, having made Roswell friends present.
two
visiting
Mrs.
56t2
rooms.
512
Lea.
N.
here
months
Furnished
ac
o
E. Davisson, for $2,058, forty-twthe verdict Curry was clerk of 'the Beyette's father, A. J. Welter and
occupied
was
hall
Chautauqua
The
a short visit.
right
Nor
the
Ralph Crowell arrived Sunday might
es
a
in
ia
and
hotel.
religSunday afternoon with a. free,
family.
from Alva, O. T., to enter the Milbe here this
Nola Oliver left this morning on a ious meeting, held by all the Protes- thern canal.
will
Nervita
o
itary Institute, after a summer vacaJim's Apprenticeship at the Majesti;
t
tant ministers of the city. The atCo.
trip north for the
Major Pearson, instructor in mathe
give
will
the weeds ano
The
rain
is a first classman this year. week.
He
tion.
.tonight.
and it was
tendance was splendid
matics and commandant at the Milbig start on the streets. Already
ther
a
Moye,
with
came
sesS.
who
here
A.
meetings
one
best
the
of
tiie
of
itary Institute, arrived Sunday mornJesse Colthorp, of Oro Grande, N.
our night school at
We will
there are places where the cement
LOW RATES TO CARNIing from Virginia, to assume his du- M., arrived Sunday to enter the Mil- the Business College Sept. 9. Hours student for the Military Institute, left sion Manager Andrews, of the Chau- - walks are almost entirely overgrown.
VAL ON THE
Las
morning
in
home
for
his
over
this
to
the
session
turned
taumia.
today,
come
opening
having
ties at the
itary Institute.
56t2
7 to 9. W. T. Woolverton.
From Albuquerque Journal.
Vegas.
the ministers of the city, and they
by the southern route.
Thomas Hepson, well known as a
Following the announcement of very
made a "platform" meeting of it. Afof
shipment
small
received:
Just
L. K. McGaffey returned Saturday
Wi P. Littlefield went to his ranch ter a song by the choir, Elder C. C. peddler of chickens, was arrested toanlow rates to the
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Dannelley came shelled 'walnuts and .pecans. Last of night from a four weeks' trip to the near Kenna this morning.
day on the charge that he sold one
nual fair from, all points on the lines up
Hill opened with prayer, after which
season. Better order at once be- Jamestown exposition and other points
from Carlsbad this morning, bringhorse to a young man ia this city and
of the Santa Fe, the coast lines, the ing their son to the Military Institute. the
Miss
Mrs. Ed Ellis and her sister,
gone. Kipling's Candy of Interest in the East.
are
fore
all
smile?
a
of
value
delivered to him another. The case has
can
tell
Who
the
Santa Fe Central, Denver and Rio They will spend a week here as guests Store.
Baker, gave a vocal duet. Then Rev
!be- 58t2
nothing,
is
giver
costs
not yet come up for a hearing.
hut
the
It
Grande and other roads, General Pass- of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Odem.
John W. Smith, of the M. E. Church,
o
M. Thorne and wife return yond price to the erring and relentin
Richard
enger Agent D. L-- Myers, of the Pecos
South, delivered an address on the
Expert Shoeing.
o
A Bear Story.
with the sad and cheerless, the lost and gospel and its people, showing the
a
night
from
Saturday
visit
ed
Valley lines, has written to the fair
Y. Tomlinson
Jr. has resigned Let us shoe your horse this month.
W. E. Winston, T. I. Carol hers, I,ang
forsaken. It disarms malice, subdues value of comparison in Christian
in Tennessee.
fcianagement that if it is possible to as J.
manager in this district If we shoe him It will be done right. relatives
assistant
temper, turns hatred into love, re- work
Winston and Wood Saunders 'nave re
Siave through service oa the Belen
one
good
showing
de
the
and
for Swift & Co., and accepted a posi Only $1.50 for new shoes. The TexE. B. Hinshaw left Sunday morn venge into kindness and paves the nomination could secure by coirpar turned from a trip to the mountains.
cut-of-f
by fair time, corresponding
33tf
as Shop, R. F. Cruse.
Jaffa,
as
city
Pra
tion
for
salesman
sunlight.
gems
They report splendid hunting and a
with
paths
of
darkest
City,
on
to
trip
ing
a
business
Kansas
low rates will be offered to Albuquer- ger & Co. He started "on his new duing its work with that of another.
good time. Mr. Carothers reports that
A smile on the brow betrays a kind
Indianapolis,
Mo.,
Ind.
to
and
que from all points In the Texas PanTuoucmcari,
E.
legos,
Davis,
Emerson
of
of the
Isad ore Gal
Rev. Edwin
morning.
this
ties
affection
an
friend,
he
killed a bear, and has the hide to
pleasant
a
heart,
o
along
gave a mas
handle, In the Pecos Valley and
N. Conway, of Las Cruces, and R. M.
Presbyterian church,
ate brother, a dutiful son, a happy hus terly address on the inward power of prove his story. It was a cub.
Notice to Parents.
the Eastern Railway of New Mexico Dr. Charles Thomas, who Is spend Holmes and Frank Wolf, of Albuquer
o
A City Ordinance, known as the band. It adds a charm to beauty, it Christian unity.
In this territory. It is much to be hop ing several days clearing up his .busi- que, arrived on the automobile this
deformed.
Into Reservoir.
the
face
Small
Stream
of
the
loitering
decorates
prohibits
Law,
the
Curfew
ed that through trains 'will be run ness and packing his effects at Arte- morning to enter the Military Insti
Rev. Jno. H. Murray of the First M
At four o'clock this afternoon one- or presence of children under the age and makes a lovely woman resemble E. Church, showed the necessity of
f
by the opening of sia, spent Sunday with relatives ' in tute.
ning on the
Woman's Na
tenth of a foot of water was running
of nineteen years oa the streets of an angel in Paradise.
tae fair, as it will afford a quick and Roswell. From Artesia Sie will go to
divisions in the church in order to
Daily.
into
the Jiondo reservoir through the
par
tional
accompanied
by
a
Roswell,
unless
Majestic
to
Jewel Robbers at the
cheap way for visitors to come in not his new place of residence, Ballinger,
work well among the different kinds eighty-foo- t
weir ai.d the Water is four
ent. This law will be strictly enforced
night.
only from the Pecos Valley, but from Texas.
people.
of
"San Antonio," the !big song 'nit, at
and
feet deep at the outpersons
to
are
take
warned
all
and
o
New
eastern
Mexico.
ell
Elder C. C. Hill, of the Christian let tower.
Majestic
the
it- comply
6t
with
notice
and
Mrs. Rose Quarterman, who has
Mrs. J. I. Hinkle, of Hagerman, left
church, then spoke on Christian un
J. J. RASCOE, .
Rooming House.
Cazler will sell 70a the best land Sunday morning for a month's visit been visiting at her old home at Nat
ion,
rather taking Jssue with his pre
The train from the north is report
City Marshal.
In the Pecos Valley for the least mon at her old home in Shelbyville, 111. chez, Miss., for the past eight months.
Furniture and lease for sale at a decessor on the platform
and main ed two hours late today.
ey. Titles perfect Dexter. N. M. 27t33 Mr. Hinkle went to Kansas City with is expected home tonight.
bargain by Carlton & Be 11.
taining that there should be but one
Willard Keen, the Pecos Valley road
her on .business and from, there will
church.
Miss Grace Mathews returned .to her master, left Sunday morning for Am
$20 FOR THE BOYS
Nervita is coming to Roswell. go to his old home In Franklin home
WELL MACHINERYj
Rev. H. F. Vermillion, of the Bap
night.
She
last
Lake
Arthur
in
arillo.
county Missouri.
I
will pay $20 per thousand
f.
tist church, closed with a short talk
spent several days here with her
For Sale Quick
Best program yet' at the Majestic.
prayer.
per hundred for bass fish
$2
and
or
John Dufo, who has been spending
For Cash
J. W. White, who brought a young aunt, Mrs. J. E. Piatt.
spoke
night
Miller
Sunday
any
Miss
On
delivered to me alive
home
size,
East
in
summer
at
old
his
the
A Lawn Party.
2 Steam Boilers
friend here to the Military Institute
on "Tae Clearing House or sorrow and in good condition for my
Miss Grace Wetheraki, who has Douglass, Mass., returned Saturday
- I Rotary
Marie, Hugh and Evelyn Kinsinger and stopped for a visit with his broth
and those who heard her remarks de fish poud. J. F. McMurray.
gave a lawn party Thursday for about er, J. P. and T. D. White, and his sis been here attending the teachers in- night to resume his duties in the com
1
Drop
clare it to have been one of the .best
forty boys and girls. The afternoon ter Mrs. Hodges, of east of town, left stitute, left Sunday for her home In missary department and as barber at
All Necessary tools. KSS? addresses they have heard. On this We will
was spent in. games. Fred Gibbany re- Sunday morning for his home in Ma- Hagerman to begin teaching la the the Military Institute.
our night school at
today.
collectively or separ occasion Miss Greenlee and Mrs. El the Business College Sept. 9. Hours
opened
which
Will
there,
schools
sell,
prize,
'
a knife. Kittle son, Texas.
ceived the boys,
o--i
lis each sang and Mr. Trube played 7 to 9. W. T. Woolverton.
TELEGRAPH COMPANIES
Mexican drawn
ately.
5Ct2
Thornton received
o
' The Jealous Woman at the Majestic
MAKING BLUFF TALK. Come quick if you want a bar a flute solo.
work handkerchief, and Hilda White " Mrs. Fanny J. Eaton and daughter.
From El Paso News.
received the little ones prize, which Miss Mabel, who had been here two tonight.
gain.
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
Drilling at the Spring RJver Oil
The companies are not '"handling
was a box of candy. Later In the even months visiting the former's s4ster-4.i- l
Mrs. W. W. Ogle return ed Sunday
K. S. Woodruff,
(Local Report.)
Company's prospect well west of town
ing Ices, candy and cake were' served. law, Mrs. Geo. W. Stevane, left this evening from a visit of four weeks at in good shape ell the business offer
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 2. TemperaThe
work
tomorrow.
Special
Master
resumed
will
be
totelegram,
the
a
and
Try
send
ed."
Those present were: Winnie and morning for their home in Auburn, her old home In Greenville, Tex.
of securing new tools was complete! ture. Max. (yesterday) 80; min., 60;
"indefinite delay" proposition will con
Ruhy Bean, Lloyd Bennett, Elsie Bon- - Maine. Many social attentions were
mean, 70.
today.
you.
the
Both
and
Postal
the
front
ney, Francis and : Roberta Bradley, shown them during their visit.
Dr. T. E. Presley left Sunday even
coming.
Nervita
is
Precipitation, 00; wind N. W., Telocsay,
accepting,
are
Union
.
Louise and Katharine Cahoon, Beth
ing on a two days' trip to Carlsbad. Western
4 miles; weather clear.
Night.
ity
Tomorrow
Council
mCity
many
piece and in
your
T. Bank, living north, of town, has
Fitagerald, Grace Geyer, Vera Hinkle,
Forecast not Received.
See R. B. Jones for rigs. Will rent The city council will meet ia reguSecretary of We will reopen our night school at ' stances, sending your telegram thru
Benjamin Jaffa, Bertram J&ffaC Ger made application
M.WRIGHT,
or aelL 1004 N. Washington, 'phone lar session tomorrow night. Mayor
trude, Mildred and Louise Joyner, the Territory for a permit to put. In the Business College Sept. 9. Hoars
Official In Charge,
Stockard probably will not be here. TTP"'''
37f&s2mo.
the cost of delivery at the other end 1S2.
pumping plant in the Felix fiver a T to 9. W. T. Woolverton.
B6t2
and Janet Kilgour, Vera
J

THE CHAUTAUQUA

ASSEMBLY PROGRAM

half mile east of the railroad bridge.
Mr. Banks intends to irrigate about
120 acres of his farm from the plant,
besides he will be in a position to Irrigate about 200 acres for other parties. Hagerman Messenger.
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Daniel Drug Company.

Perfect Comfort

just

A complete line

'

sheep-herde-

ABOVE ALL.
From Hagerman Messenger.
What Hagerman and the Pecos Valley need more than anything else at
present, is another railroad. There is
no question but what we have one of
the finest alfalfa and fruit countries
in the world, in fact we can grow
anything that will grow in a
semi-tropic-

The people of New Mexico should
and let the politicians go
to the devil. The newspapers should
unite in boosting for good government
and stop their silly personal quarrels.
Measures should be discussed on their
merits as they may affect the whole
e,

people.

When all the newspapers of the
territory stop their quarrels with each
other, and but what's the use talk
ing? The newspapers seem to think
they are themselves the only real is
sue and that the personal quarrels
of editors are questions of govern
ment.
The tax rolls for New Mexico cost
$1,053 less this year than they did
last year. The work was done .both
years in the same office; in the mean
time the cost of paper had advanced
ten per cent and there had been no
reduction in the cost of labor. Perhaps
the advance in the price of paper resulted in a reduction of more than a
thousand dollars on the job. Santa
Fe Eagle.

climate to an advantage and
profit. There are a great many crops
that the farmers would like to grow
but where they get up against the
proposition of marketing it they quit
right there, as the railroad or express
companies will charge such a rate
for hauling it. or if they don't put the
rate on, it will be so long in transit
It would be spoiled long before it gets
to its destination. Now if we had two
railroads, that is two roads under separate and distinct management and
the stock owned by different people,
we would tien be able to get cars to
ship our stuff and we would also get
rates that would look mighty small
alongside of those we now get. Hagerman can't build a railroad to El
Paso or some eastern point in Texas,
neither can any of the other towns
in the Valley, though some of them
seem to think they can do this very
thing. But if they will all get together, we can get another .railroad, and
no matter where it hits the valley all
are going to receive a benefit. We
would suggest that all towns in the
Valley appoint one or two good,
thinking men, and name a
broad-minde- d,

Democratic
Oh, ao; this' "yellow
copperhead sheet" is not going to ad
mit ' that ' the Democratic lawyers of
the Pecos Valley acted under instruc
tions from Colonel Max Frost for the
in the bar
defeat of Secretary Hanna
association election. ' Probably Col.
Frost himself will deny trying to influence anybody In this hopelessly
Democratic ' section." Mr. Hanna also
admitted after making his speech that
be had said things he should not have
said. He would have been defeated
if he had not said anything but
not so overwhelmingly.

held this position for several months
past will retire tomorrow to engage
in the practice of law at Las Cruces
- Joseph'
r,
F. Bon-hawith his
Payton Drug, Book &
under the firm style of Bonham
and Flint. He will be succeeded by
Company.
Stationery
his brother, Nigel C. Flint, formerly
of Las Oruces, and lately of Aguas
Co.
Two doors North of Joyce-Prul- t
Caliente, Mexico. The latter has been
in the office during the past two
weeks familiarizing himself with the
office work.
place of meeting to talk this over,
Miss Julia Jaffa, the oldest daughand the sooner we do it the better our ter of Mr. and Mrs. Jaffa, will leave
country will be.
in a few days for Denver to resume
her studies at Wolfe Hall, a boarding
FOR SALE.
school for young ladies. Miss Eleanor
NATHAN JAFFA AND FAMILY
QUARTERED AT SANTA FE Jaffa will attend the local public FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
schools. Benjamin Arthur Jaffa, the
Santa Fe New Mexican, Aug. 31.
42tf
Siillmaa.
years
old.
only
son, is two
Nathan Jaffa, the newly appointed
rotary
drop
FOR
One
and
SALE:
o
secretary of the Territory, returned
New
following
In
well
Austin
drilling
at
the
The
machine.
cadets
last night from Denver, Colorado,
quire at Roswell Machine Shop. 16tf
whither he went about a week ago to Mexico Military Institute at Roswell,
look after some private business mat- will resume their studies there next FOR SALE:
A lot of good Jersey
ters before assuming his new duties. week: Thornton Victory, Fritz Miller
cows. Will sell one or a carload.
New
Fe
Kaune.
Santa
Alfred
and
He was accompanied by his family,
Gilmore & Fleming.
21tf
which consists of wife, two daughters Mexican, Friday.
FOR SALE: 8 room house with all
and- one son. They have taken apartAmong the Santa Fe young men
Apply 821
modern conveniences.
ments for the time being at the Pal- who will go to Roswell to enter the
North Main St.
56tf.
ace Hotel, but expect to resume house New Mexico Military Institute are:
keeping as soon as they can find a Milton Hall, brother of Mrs. W. G. FOR SALE:
Two of the best rest
suitable residence.
dence lots in Roswell. Northeast
Sargent; Charles Fraley, nephew of
corner, east front, one block from
Mr. Jaffa stated that he would take Colonel and Mrs. George W. Prichard;
Central school. L. C. Wadker. 49tf
the oath of office tomorrow afternoon John C. Garrett, son of Assistant Suso as to be prepared to enter upon perintendent of the Territorial peniten FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
the discharge of his duties as Terri- tiary Robert C. Garrett. New Mexican
also
of open woven wire fence:
torial secretary Monday. Secretary
fence posts. Apply at Oasis ranch
Raynolds' resignation will take effect
Arizona Stream on a Rampage.
phone 347.
16tf
at the close of business tomorrow.
Phoenix, A. T., Aug. 29. Owing to
town
Two
in
FOR
SALE:
lots
the
For the time being at least the only the recent rains in the mountains, the
Artesia.
of
residence
district
best
highest
ofchange in the clerical force of the
Salt river has reached the
Will .be sold at a bargain. Inquire
fice will be in the assistant secreta- flood stage known in many years. No
at Record office.
tf
ryship. Herbert P. Flint, who has serious damage has been reported.
FOR SALE:
Horse, buggy and har
ness.
First class outfit. Gilmore
& Fleming.
39tf

Best reached by direct connections with the A. T. & 8. F.
Be sure 3rour ticket reads

All

the way.

Via Santa Fe.
Full information

regarding

D. L. MEYERS,

Traffic Manager,

rtes,

-

It

land owners the, tame, they would
not be found standing In with every)
political gang getting the upper hand
in this territory, but the representatives of all these important Interests1
would be with the people out for good
government, in order Chat the tax
rate might be kept down.
' New Mexico is absolutely at a
standstill .because of land grants and
forest reserves, as all the Inhabitable
land has been covered by them, and
ts paying no taxes for the support o:

OUR ICE CREAM IS PURE.

Amarillo, Texas

improve on this
Tou
ice cream of ouxa it you tried.
Everything la 'unitary to the
smallest detail in our Ice
cream factory, which, by the
way la always pen to the
public
.The more yon know about how
and where our cream 1b made
the more you'll like It.
Delivered to any part of the city
Order some today.
Telephone 385.
"WHERE CLEANLINESS

'

-

Tfcs

Inclusive

and Whirlwind Finisftss

That's

Big List of Entries

RAILWAY RATES: HALF TARE CE BETTER
A.

Stamm, Sec'y.

Apply

at Record Office.

years

old.

j

See
Us

LUMBER,
Shingles, Doors, Sash, Oak, Cypress, Poplar, Hickory, Lime, Cement, Piaster,
Roofing, Tarred J Tel t, Tar, Pitch,
Posts, Lead, Oil, Paints, Varnishes, Jap-a-laWall Paper and Glass.
Ge-nas-

1

f

New Railroad Schedule.
South Bound.
Arrive, daily. 6:25 p. in.
Depart, daily, 6:35 p. sit.
North Bound.
Arrive, daily.. 8:50 a. m.
Depart, daily, 9:05 a. m.

co

c.

for

PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO
Phone

17.

See Our
Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
Poplar, Basswood, Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, (J lass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

Before You Buy.

KEMP

LUMBER

CO.

Get In Line
With Modern Methods, Bx Using

ELECTRIC LIGHTS

On Friday night and morning the
news
Louisville (Ky.) Courier-Journpaper plant and building were totally
destroyed by fire.

AH!

Jay A. liubbs, Mgr. , Roy

Estray Notice.
order of the Cattle Sanitary

Those persons favoring the issuance
of said bonds shall cast a ballot read
ing, "For the issuance of bonds."
Those opposed to the issuance of
said bonds shall cast a ballot reading,
"Against the issuance of bonds."
The polling places at which said
election will be held are as follows:
At the East door of the Roswell
Auto. Company, at the corner of Rich
ardson ave. and Second street, in the
City of Roswell; and the following
officers have been duly appointed to
conduct said election:
C. L. Wilson, C. W. Johnson and J.
M. Peacock. Judges; L. Phillips and
R. S. Hamilton. Clerks.
By order of the City Conncil of the
City of Roswell, New Mexico, this
14th day of August, 1907.
FRED J. BECK.
City Clerk.
(SEAL)

H

Best Horses cn the Colorado; Kansas and Texas Circuits

ten and twelve, of block twenty-eighof the
Artesia Improvement Company's Addition to
the town of Artesia, will be sold at a bargain

therein.

- $1,000
No. i 2:17 Pace No. 2 2:20 Trot- - - - 1,000
No. 3 2:13 Pace - - 1,000
No. 4 2:25 Pace - - 500
No. 5
Pace - 1,000
No. 6 2:30 Trot - - 500
RUNNING PROG RAn PUBLISHED LATER

.LA.' Weinman, Pres.

We have two good residence lots in Artesia,
in the best district for sale. These lots, nos..

CARLTON
06tf

ELECTION NOTICE.
Public Notice is hereby given that
a special election is hereby called
and will be held in the City of Ros
well, New Mexico, on the sixteenth
day of September, 1907, for the pur
pose of voting upon the question of
issuing bonds of the City of Roswell
to the amouit of One Hundred and
Twenty-fiv- e
Thousand Dollars ($125,- 000) for the construction of water
works in and for said city.
On the question of the issuance of
said bonds no person shall be qualified to vote, except he be in all res
pects a qualified elector of the City
of Roswell and the owner of real or
personal property subject to taxation

Annual Territorial

Free-For-A-

LOAN.

Sale in front of R. D. Bell's office
on Main street, at 3 p. m. September
1C, 1907.
L. J. RICHARDS,
Inspector Dit. No. 5.
(m

Trotting and Pacing Program

' couIdnT

REIGNS SUPREME.

8

Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

TO

Board of New Mexico, and in accord
ance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws of
New Mexico? I will sell at public auc
tion to the highest bidder, unless soon
er claimed by the owner, one sorrel
horse, branded J. P. L. connected on
left thigh, about 14
hands high, 7 or

o

12

BELL.

By

$8,000 for Trotters, Pacers and Runners!
.

I

TO LOAN.

Fair Association

-

Ed

Experienced cook. Man
WANTED:
and wife preferred. Apply at the
Slaughter ranch.
55tf

Albuquerque, New Xlexico.

1)

rtesia Town Lots

WANTED.

etc.,

Others Get the Flag!

October 7 to

Bell

Hi

FOR RENT:
Furnished room at
Mrs. Spain's Boarding House. 420
N. Richardson.
57tf

.

MONEY

Si

their proper valuation and the large

Carlton

FOR RENT.

cheerfully furnished.

Twenty-Sevent- h

11

terms to suit customer. See us before
buying.

FOR RENT:
Furnished room, 209
N. Penn. ave.
54t3

Mew Mexico's

pos-siiol- y

We also have city property of every
kind for sale, and can make prices and

t,

Pecos Valley Lines

We Take the Firsts!

LFU

d

Roswell and Other Points on the

&

How New Mexico Is Robbed.
the railroads were assessed upon

No. 363.
"

Not even a circus clown is laughed
at any more unanimously than is the

editor of the New Mexican. There
was a time, and it was not so very
long ago, that he was taken seriously
and posed as a leader. He shaped the
policies of governors of this territory
and dictated appointments at Wash'
ington, but there has come a change.
The morals of the' territory are im
proving and the editor of the New
Mexican has dropped into the has- been 'class. Santa Fe Eagle.

is a partial list of our properties.

Classified "Ads."

PRESS.

The people of Eli da are preparing the territorial government. This is an
to erect a cotton gin this fall.
incontrovertible fact, and no truthful
denial can be put up.
As to tiie land assessments they are
A gold mine has been discovered
near Texico, but so tar its operations unfair to the small holder, and yet
have (been confined to selling shares. the small land holder 13 the backbone
of any nation. It is no uncommon thing
Pecos Valley melons are being ship- In this territory to have the land on
ped to the Panhandle. It is now up one side of a fence assessed at from
to the roaring real estate men up ten to fifteen dollars an acre, while
there to make satisfactory explana- the same kind of land on the other
side of a fence, because it happens
tion. Lake wood Progress.
to .belong to a grant, goes in at a valu' The poorest and most Ignorant na- ation of from twenty to fifty cents
r
tive '
in the Territory is an acre. The politicians may as well
a safer and more useful citizen than prepare for trouble if there is no remthe politician wSio would deceive him edy presented immediately, as the
or buy his vote. The natives must small holders, who do the voting will
save themselves from the old party not stand for it much longer. Albuquerque Advertiser.
bosses.
'

Bargains!!!

A 60 acre farm, about one-ha- lf No. 182 (c) Some splendid vacant
lots, well located. Also a nice resialfalfa, five or more acres
dence.
We can sell this property
young
in nice
orchard; 5 room v
cheap.
irrigaplenty
house;
of water for
No. 328. 600 acres land 4
miles
tion. Located near town. Price right
south of Roswell, at a very special
bargain. Don't pass this up.
No. 182. 240 acres fine land. Large
part of this land in alfalfa; plenty No. 342. 20 acres with artesian waof water for irrigation; small house ter, 6 room house, near town. Spies-difor gardening.
with some young orchard and other
S
CASH FOR SMALL ADS.
.Improvements. See us for prices.
No. 72. 320 acres within
easy dia
Small ads., under one dollar.
Splendid water
tance
Roswell.
of
must be paid in advance. We
No. 182 (b) About 2,000
acres of right sufficient for all of tract. Some
do this in order to avoid the
good
unimproved
land
in
artesian
keeping of ma'ay petty ac- tf land in cultivation. Let us show
belt at a great bargain.
o you.
counts.
tf.
RECORD PXJB. CO.

step-fathe-

' The Hanna-Fros- t
controversy had
no business in the bar association
meeting, but if JIanna told the truth
Frost Should not be a member of the
association, and if he did not tell the
truth, then Hanna snould be expelled.
Which side will now make the next
move?

Bargains!!

in.

received.

CO

Bargains!

Real Estate of every kind; Farms,
Ranches, City Property. The following

for every baby born in Roswell within 30
days from August 10. Call at our store,
give us the name of the little one and we
will give the present.
SEE OUR WINDOW

That it is a pleasure

of Congress of March 3, 1879

Present

We Have a $1

Manager
Editor

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.

TRUSS

A

DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.

Roswell Electric tight Go

,

cuer. "My God!

"Will you tell me the story?"
The thoughtful gray eyes looked at
him long and searchlngly. "Brant, do
you love that girl?"
Just as unwaveringly the blue eyes
returned the look. "I do. I have
asked her to become my wife." .
""
"And her answer? v"She said no; that a dead man was
between us."
"Is that all you know?"
The younger man bent his head, his
face grave and perplexed. "Practically all."
Hampton wet his dry Hps with his
tongue, his breath quickening.
"And in that she was right," he
said at last, his eyes lowered to the
ground. "I will tell you why. It was
the father of Naida Gillis who was
convicted of the murder of MaJ.

Can this be you, Hampton? What does It mean? Why are
you here?"
Hampton, leaning against the trembling horse to keep erect, slowly lifted
his hand in a semblance of military
salute. "Dispatches from Cheyenne.
This is Murphy went crazy out yonder. For God's sake water, food!"
"Tour canteen, Lane!" exclaimed
Brant. "Now hold this cup," and he
dashed into it a liberal supply of
brandy . from a pocket-flask- .
"Drink
that all down, Hampton."
The man did mechanically as he
was ordered, his band never relaxing
its grasp of the rein. Then a gleam
of reawakened Intelligence appeared
in his eyes; he glanced up Into the
leering countenance of Murphy, and
then back at those others. "Give me
another for him."
Brant handed to him the filled cup,
not in as he did so the strange steadiness of the hand which accepted it.
Hampton lifted the tin to the figure in
h" bridle.
"Drink It," he commanded, curtly,

MB HAMPTON
of PI HfmauSM

.

i

pack-trai-

Brant."

"Oh, my father? Is she Capt. Nolan's daughter? But you say "convicted. Was there ever any doubt? Do

you question his being guilty?"
Hampton pointed in silence to the
hideous creature behind them. "That
man could tell, but-Jihas gone mad."
Brant endeavored to speak, but the
words would not come; his brain
seemed paralyzed. Hampton held himself under better control.
"I have confidence, Lieut. Brant, in
your honeBty," he began, gravely, "and
I believe you will strive to do whatever is best for her, if anything should
happen to me out yonder. But for the
possibility of my being knocked out, I
wouldn't talk about this, not even to
you. The affair is a long way from
being straightened out so as to make
a pleasant story, but I'll give you all
you actually require to know in order
to make it clear to her, provided I
shouldn't come back. You see, she
doesn't know very much more than
voi do only what I was obliged to
tall to keep her from gettiag too elese-l-y
entangled with you. Maybe I ought
to have given her the full story before
I started on this trip. I've since
wished I had, but you see, I never
dreamed it was going to end here, on
the Big Horn; besides, I didn't have
the nerve.
"You see. Brant, I feel that I simply
e

n

pack-trai-

pack-anim-

There

Was a Sudden

Glint In tht.

Faint Starlight as He Struck the
Maniac
slow, crafty, cowardly, the savage In
his perverted nature becoming more
and more manifest. It was more beast
than man that finally crept forward on
the eyes gleaming cruel as a
cat's In the night. Within a yard of
the peacefully slumbering man he
rose up, crouching on his toes and
bending stealthily forward, possibly
feeling the close proximity of that horrible presence. Then the maniac took
one more stealthy, slouching step
nearer, and flung himself at the exposed throat, uttering a f eree snarl as
his fingers clutched the soft flesh.

sand-strew-

Hampton awoke, gasping and choking,
to find those mad eyes glaring Into
his own, those murderous hands throttling him with the strength of madness.
At first the stupefied,
man struggled as if in delirium, scarcely realizing the danger. He was
aware of suffering, of horror, of suffocation. Then the brain flashed into
life, and he grappled fiercely with his
dread antagonist. Murphy snapped
like a mad dog, his lips snarling
curses; but Hampton fought silently,
desperately, his brain clearing as he
succeeded In wrenching those claws
from his lacerated throat, and forced
his way up orf to one knee. He worked
his way, inch by inch, to his feet, his
slender figure rigid as steel and closed
In upon the other, but Murphy writhed
out of his grasp, as a snake might.
The younger man realized now to the
full his peril, and his hand slipped
down to the gun upon his hip. There
was a sudden glint in the faint starlight as he struck, and the stunned
.maniac went down quivering, and lay
motionless on the hard ground. With
the quick decision of one long accustomed to meet emergencies, Hampton
unbuckled the lariat from one of the
led animals and bound Murphy's hands
and limbs securely.
As he worked he thought rapidly.
He comprehended the extreme desperation of their present situation.
While the revolver blow might possibly restore Murphy to a degree of sanity, It was far more probable that he
would awaken violent. Yet he could
not deliberately leave this man to
meet a fate of horror In the wilderness. That which would have been
quickly decided had he been alone became a most serious problem when
considered in connection . with the Insane, helpless scout. Then, there were
the dispatches! They must be of vital
Importance to have required the sending of Murphy forth on so dangerous
a ride; other lives, ay, the result of
the enure campaign mignt aepenu
upon their early delivery. Hampton
had been a soldier, the spirit of the
service was still with him, and that
thought brought him to final decision.
Unless they were halted by Sioux bullets, they would push on toward the
Big Horn and Custer should have the
d

of provisions behind his own saddle.
Then he carefully hoisted Murphy Into
place and bound his feet beneath the
animal's belly. Then he resumed the
journey down one of those
depressions pointing toward
the Rosebud, pressing the refreshed
ponies into a canter, confident now
that their greatest measure of safety
lay in audacity.
It was already becoming dusk when
they swept down into a little nest of
green trees and grass. It appeared so
suddenly and was such an unexpected
oasis amid that surrounding wilderness, that Hampton gave vent to a
sudden Exclamation of delight. Hut
that was all. Instantly he perceived
numerous dark forms leaping from
out the shrubbery, and he wheeled his
horses to the left, lashing them into a
rapid run. It was all over In a moment a sputtering of rifles, a wild
medley of cries, a glimpse of savage
figures, and the two were tearing
down the rocks, the din of pursuit
away behind them. The band were
evidently all on foot, yet Hampton continued to press his mount at a swift
pace, taking turn after turn about the
sharp hills, confident that the hard
earth would leave no trace of their
passage.
Then suddenly the horse he rode
sank like a log, but his tight grip upon
the rein of the other lauded him on
his feet. A stray Sioux bullet had
found its mark, but the gallant animal
had struggled on until it dropped lifeless; and the brave man it had borne
so long and so well bent down and
stroked tenderly the unconscious
head. Then he shifted the provisions
to the back of the other horse, grasped
the loose rein once more in his left
hand, and started forward on foot.

the-nel-

to

carry

these

dispatches

through. I have a pride in giving
them to Custer myself, because of the
trouble I've had in getting them here.
But perhaps I may not come back,
and in that case there wouldn't be
anyone living to tell her the truth. It
seems to me that there is going to be
a big fight somewhere In these hilts
before long. So I want to leave these
private' papers with you until I come
back. It will relieve my mind to know
they are safe; If I don't come, then I
want you to open them and do whatever you decide is best for the little
girl. You will do that, won't you?"
He handed over a long manlla envelope securely sealed, and the younger man accepted it, noticing that it
was unaddressed before depositing It
safely in an inner pocket of his fatigue

n

CHAPTER XXXI.
On the Little Big Horn
N troop, guarding, much to their emphatically expressed disgust, the more
slowly moving pack-traiwere following Custer's advancing column of
horsemen down the right bank of the
Little Big Horn. The troopers, carbines at knee, sitting erect In their
saddles, their faces browned by the
hot winds of the plains, were riding
steadily northward.
Beside them,
mounted upon a rangy chestnut, Brant
kept his watchful eyes on those scattered flankers dotting the summit of
bluff. Suddenly one of
the near-b- y
these waved his hand eagerly, and the
lieutenant went dashing up the sharp
ascent.
(
"What is it, now, Lane?"
"Somethin' movin' out yonder, sir,"
and the trooper pointed into the southeast. "They're down in a coulee now,
I reckon; but will be up on a ridge
agin in a minute. I got sight of 'em
twice afore I waved."
The officer gazed earnestly in the
direction indicated, and was almost
immediately rewarded by the glimpse
of some indistinct, dark figures dimly
showing against the lighter background of sky.
"White men," he announced, shortly. "Come with me."
At a brisk trot they rode out, the
trooper lagging a pace to the rear, the
watchful eyes of both men sweeping
suspiciously across the prairie. The
two parties met suddenly upon the
summit of a sharp ridge and Brant
drew in his horse with an exclamation
of astonishment. It was a pathetic
spectacle' lie stared at a horse scarcely able to stagger forward; on his back,
with feet strapped securely beneath
and hands bound to the high pommel,
the lips grinning ferociously, perched
a misshapen creature clothed as a
man. Beside these, hatless, his shoes
barely holding together, a man of
slender figure and sunburnt face held
An instant they gazed
the bridle-reiat each other, the young officer's eyes
horror, the
filled with sympathetic

papers.
He knelt down beside Murphy, unbuckled the leather dispatch bag, and
rebuckled it across his own shoulder.
Then he set to work to revive the
prostrate man. The eyes, when opened, stared up at him, wild and glaring;
y
face bore the expression of
abject fear. The man was no longer
violent; he had become a child, frightened at the dark.
Securely strapping Murphy to his
saddle and packing all their remain
ing store of provisions upon one norsa,
leaving the other to follow or remain
behind as it pleased, he advanced directly into the hills, steering by aid
of the stars, his left hand ever on
Murphy's bridle rein, his low voice ot
expostulation seeking to calm the oth other staring apathetically at bis

have

(I
f
Man Could Tell, But He Has
m

"That

Gone Mad."
bite to eat, and a cup of coffee, down
there?" he asked, anxiously. "You
see I've got to go on."
"Go on? Good God! man, do you
realize what you are saying? Why,
you can hardly sit the saddle! You
carry dispatches, you say? Well,
there are plenty of good men in my
troop who will volunteer to take them
on. You need rest."
"Not much," said Hampton.
"I'm
fit enough, or shall be as soon as I get
food. Good Lord, boy, I am not done
up yet, by a long way! It's the cursed
loneliness out yonder," he swept his
hand toward the horizon, "and the
having to care for him that has broken
my heart. He went that way clear
back on the Powder, and it's been a
fight between us ever since. I'll be
all right now if you lads will only look
after him. This is going to reach Custer, and I'll take it!" He flung back
his ragged coat, his hand on the dispatch-bag.
"I've earned the right."
Brant reached forth his hand cordially. "That's true; you have. What's
more, If you're able to make the trip,
there U no one here who will attempt
to stop you. But now tell me how this
thing happened. I want to know the
story before we get in."
For a moment Hampton remained
silent, his thoughtful gaze on the nearby videttes, his hands leaning heavily
upon the saddle pommel. Perhaps he
did not remember clearly; possibly he
could not instantly decide just how
much of that story to tell. Brant suspected this last to be his difficulty,
and he spoke impulsively.
"Hampton, there has been trouble
and misunderstanding between us, but
that's all past and gone now. I sincerely believe In your purpose of
right, and I ask you to trust me.
Either of us would give his life if need
were, to be of real service to a little
girl back yonder in the hills. I don't
know what you are to her; I don't
ask. I know she has every confidence
in you, and that is enough. Now, I
want to do what is right with both of
you, and if you have a word to say to
me regarding this matter. 111 treat it
confidentially. This trip with Murphy
has some bearing upon Naida Gillls,
has It not?"
'Yes."

jacket.

(To Be Continued.
ARGUING DEMURRERS IN
LAND

FRA4JD

CASES.

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 29. The demurrers entered by the Territory, the
American Lumber Co., Clark M. Carr,
A. A. Keen, George W. Prichard, and
Miguel A. Otero, in the suits filed ag-Lainst them by the governments in the
Second Judicial District for alleged
fraudulent timber land transactions,
will be argued this afternoon before
Judge Ira A. Abbott in this city. Attorney E. W. Dobson and Attorney
General A. B. Fall appear for the defendants, and Ormsby McHarg, special assistant attorney general of the
United States, for the prosecution.
Mr. McHarg is at present confined to
his bed by illness, but expects to ibe
able to appear tomorrow.
The demurrers entered by the defen
dants in general allege that the court
has no jurisdiction; that the officials
of the territory were not officials
when the suits were brought and the
acts alleged were official" acts done
under the statutes. The main contention of the attorney general regarding the territory is that questions between the United States and one of
its territories are not adjudicable by
the courts, but only by congress. He
also sets up that the territory cannot
:be sued without its consent and alleges that it Is impossible for a ter-

ritory to "conspire."
The territory also contends that after the lands in question had passed
into the hands of the territory, the
government had no further interest in
the premises.
The government alleges conspiracy
to defraud and asks that the sales of
lands be set aside as grossly fraudulent, and that the lumber companies
be enjoined from further cutting of
timber.
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er's wild fancies an3 to curb his violent speech.
At dawn they were in a narrow
gorge among the hills, a dark and
gloomy hole, yet a peculiarly safe spot
in which, to hide, having steep, rocky
ledges on either side, with sufficient
grass for the horses. Leaving Murphy "very drop!"
bound, Hampton clambered up the
For an instant the maniac glared
front of the rock to where he was back at him sullenly; then he appearable to look out. All was silent and ed to shrink in terror, and drank
hia heart sank as he surveyed the swiftly.
brown sterile hills stretching to the
way
"We can make the rest of
horizon, having merely narrow gulches now," Hampton announced, the
quietly.
of rock and sand between, the sheer "Lord, but this has been a trip!"
nakedness of the picture unrelieved
Lane dismounted
Brant's order
by green shrub or any living thing. and assisted Hamptonat to
climb into
Then, almost despairing, he slid 'back, the vacated saddle. Then the trooper
stretched himself out amid the soft grasped the rein of Murphy's horse,
grass, and sank into the slumber of exand the little party started toward
haustion, his conscious memory the where the
was hidden in
incoherent babbling of his insane the valley.'
companion.
"Is Custer here?" said Hampton.
He awoke shortly after noon, feeling
"No; that Is, not with my party. We
refreshed and renewed in both body are guarding the
The othand mind. Murphy was sleeping when ers are ahead, and Custer, with five
he first turned to look at him, but he troops, has moved to the right. He
awoke in season to be fed, and acis somewhere among those ridges
cepted the proffered food with all the back of the bluff."
apparent delight of a child. While he
The man turned and looked where
rested, their remaining
the officer pointed, shading his eyes
had strayed, and Hampton was comwith his hand.
pelled to go on with only the two
"Can you give me a fresh horse, a
horses, strapping the depleted store

. CHAPTER
XXX.
Alone with the Insane.
Beneath the shade of uplifted arms
Murphy's eyes remained unclosed.
Whatever terrors may have dominated
that diseased brain, the one purpose
of revenge and escape never deserted
It. With patient cunning he could
plan and wait, scheme and execute.
He was all animal now, dreaming only
of how to tear and kill.
He was many minutes thoroughly
satisfying himself that Hampton actually "slept. His every movement was
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J. M. Reid returned to Ciovis this
morning after spending a few days
yon
proposition
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nave
a
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If
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In Roswell.
any kind see ua. Carlton
Ball.
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The house Is crowded each day from morning till night.

In full blast.

You had better

hurry.

THE NEW YORK STORE, C. H. Edwards, Prop.
Mose Sohloss and Edwin Weidman
Dexter,
two Beaux Brummelg from
were visitors here Sunday.

The Morrison Bros.' Store.

Put a Bui! Behind tho Bars
We call especial attention to the hinge joint at each intersection
of stay with main bars.
This is the essential of every good wire fence. Unless the stay
has a hinge joint the fence cannot receive oressure from mnta. t
and right itself. All rigid stay fences have been unsatisfactory and
disappointing, as they crush down and when once down, remain so.

Riley Autey and family returned
Sunday morning from a visit with relatives in Stanton, Texas.
.

0

Mrs. T. L. Elliott, of Hagerman, pass
ed through Sunday morning on a visit
to her old home in Virginia.

AMERICAN FENCE

J. H. Brackin was here from Lake
Arthur Sunday visiting his wife, who
is a patient at St. Mary's hospital.

Is made with a hinge joint, by which the maximum of elasticity is
secured and the fence if properly stretched, remains in nlace indefi
nitely. With the hinge joint, no amount of strain ou the bars can
effect the connection of stay and bar, while the opposite is true of

Miss Nettie Calloway came up from
Artesia Sunday morning for a few
days' visit with relatives and friends.
Miss Ivia Elliott, formerly of this
city, has1 accepted a position as milli-

ner in a large store at Weatherford,

Come this week and see the Compre
hensive interpretation of Advance

Texas.
E. Fv Hardwick returned Sunday
morning from a stay of several days
in Artesia, where he has business in
terests.

Autumn Styles.

Mrs. F. B. Lembley, of Carrizozo,
came on the Lincoln stage Sunday
and left today for a visit with her
mother at Miami, Tex.

New Fall Lines Arrived

W. H. Weatherby and Miss Francis
Brown returned Sunday morning to
their home in Texico. They spent a
few days with friends here.
Miss Bess May MeClane returned
this morning from a visit with her
sister, Mrs. L. W. Martin, at Artesia.
She had been gone several days.

The attention of those who desire to keep a little
ahead of the Season is invited to our display in the
Millinery section. Many fall models are shown for
the first time; this also applies to New Fall Suits

Misses Sophie Church fend Louis
Evans returned yesterday morning
from a visit of several days with the
former's aunt, Mrs. Ella Davidson.

Skirts and other garments that form a comprehensive showing of correct Ready-t- o Wear for fall.

H. W. Hawkins and W. C. Hunnicutt
two Ibaseball players from Brownwood
Texas arrived Sunday morning, seeking places on the Roswell team.

--

Howell Pitts and family left this
morning for Goldfield, Nevada, where
Mr. Pitts has a saloon and rooming
house and where they will make their
home.

Men's Fall Suits
are placed on the tables daily come in for
the prices are right.
The Bight Place
For The Correct
Styles at the
Proper Pricea.

lornson Bros. &Go.

Mrs. J. S. Maasie left Sunday for
San Antonio, Texas to take her nephew, Bertis Conner, to Harrison school
at that place. She will remain for a
short visit.
Across the hills or o'er the mOors
whaite'er the path you choose, good
health is waiting out of doors, for
men in STETSON SHOES. Peeler's
Shoe Store.
It

If Your Purchase
Does Not Please
in Every Way we
will Return Your
Money.

Mrs. H. T. Stanfield returned Sun
day morning to her home in Ama
rillo She spent several days here
looking after business affairs and vis
iting many old friends.

J. R. Stanley, of Dexter, was in town day in Roswell.
today.
Legal Blanks of an Kinds for sale
C. A. Clem returned .this morning at the Record Office.
LOCAL
from Carlsbad.
o
J. E. Rhea left Sunday morning for
up
from
J. W. Turknett came
his ranch near Bovina.
R. G. Fleming and W. F. Smith, of
this morning.
Dexter, spent Sunday with friends in
Mrs. A. Brooks left Sunday for a
TOm. Schramm, of Kenna, spent Sun
Roewell.
month's visit in Amarillo.
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Some Words to
The Wise
The Hondo Stone Manufacturing Company has the
best Cement Materials, in the Pecos Valley, including
Building Blocks, Brick, Tilin'e, etc.
Because we pnt plenty of Portland Ce-- V
ment in the right proportion in our work.
t Because we use first class sand.
Because we have had many years experience in this
.
work.
Let us talk to you before you build.

BA
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W

.

Take a look at the fine new Cement Walk
the residences of Mr. J. E. Rhea and
Mrs. Mary V. Sparks.

a-rou- nd

Remember our first class River Stockyards sand,
,
which we sell at the cheapest price.
For further information see

Co.
Tiig.
Hondo Stone
W.
A. L.

G02 N. Main

St.

NILSSON, Mjfr.
Roswell, N. M.

Phone 80.
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TOSWELL IHIAroWAHE CO
LIST

YOUR

PROPERTY

CITY or FARM
With

E, A. Finnegan,

GARST B'LD'G

increase of profitable production
pends our continued advance in
terial wealth, and that increased

demaproupon en-

duction must in turn depend
larged facilities for their distribution.
The needs of the country in this regard are growing with astonishing
rapidity. They have outgrown the carrying capacity of our railroad3. The
surplus from current operations is entirely inadequate to supply our present necessities.
Secretary.
An immense amount of fresh capital must be invested in railway imNOTICE TO BIDDERS.
provements in order that our internal
The work has been subdivided for
commerce may develop and our prosconvenience and is itemized in three
perity abide.
schedules. Award will be made by
o
House to rent cheap, 1
miles out. schedules. A separate contract may
Good place for chickens. Inquire of be let for the work under each schedT. A. Harrison, Room 7, Oklahoma ule, or two or more schedules may be
let to the same contract, or at the op54t6
.
Block.
tion of the Committee.
a shipment of
Just received
Each bid must be accompanied by
fresh candies, bon .bons, chocolate a certified cneck, payable to Arthur
creams, nut centers and tops. Inger-sol- i Stevens, Treasurer, as a guaranty that
Book Store.
54tf the bidder will if successful, promptly
execute a satisfactory contract and
Court at Carlsbad Tonight.
Judge Wm. H. Pope, Clerk S. I. Rob- furnish bond for the faithful perforerts and Official Stenographer A. L. mance of the work. The certified
Hull will go to Carlsbad tonight and checks required will be for the followopen the September term of district ing amounts: $500.00 for the work
court for Eddy county. Mrs. Pope 'will enumerated in schedule 1, and $500.00
accompany the Judge and remain in for the work enumerated In schedule
2.
Carlsbad during the session,
v

Sam Jones spent last week workins
in Dexter, and came up Sunday morn
ing to spend the day with his family.
He went to Pecos Sunday night to
perform his part of a plastering con-

tract.

Mrs. H. A. Jones, of Pleasant Hill.,

has :been visiting her sister,
Mrs. Frank Joyce at Carlsbad arrived
Sunday morning for a visit with re
Mo., who

E. C. Bennett, the telegraph and
J. P. White left Sunday morning for telephone lineman, came down from
Eli da Saturday night to remain while
the L. F. D. ranch in Texas.
recovering from the effects of an acW. S. Dorris came up from Carlsbad cident in which he was slightly crip
Sunday morning to visit relatives.
pled Saturday.

we

was a
Phil D. Brewer, a prominent lawCarson Ratciiff, of
yer of South McAlester, I. T., arrived
Sunday morning visitor in Roswell.
last night for a visit with J. H.
Room and board with bath at
,

house, 600 N. Richardson.

$7000
Residence Property in Ft.
Worth Texas to trade for
farm lands near Roswell
New Mexico.

R. H. McCune
In Patterson's Ilarne.su Store.
Each bid must be accompanied by a

guaranty of responsible sureties to
furnish the necessary bond if the bid
is accepted. The bond required will
be in the amount of $2,500 for the

work covered in schedule

1,

and

500.00 for the work covered by sched-

ule 2.
Proposals must be marked, "Proposal for North Spring River Ditch," or
(or "and") "North Spring River Center Ditch, Roswell, N. M.," and address to Arthur Stevens, Secretary,
Roswell N. M.

if

I

.

Daud Patrick spent Sunday with latives.
friends In the county seat.

Lake-wood-

ADVERTISEMENT.
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 20, 1907.
Sealed proposals will be received at
City Council Chambers, Roswell, N.
M., until 2:00 o'clock, p. m., September
18th, 1907, for the construction of concrete lining and concrete culverts aud
earthwork in connection therewith, in
portions of the North Spring River
Ditch and the North Spring River Cen
ter Ditch, involving shaping and section about 7981 lineal feet of ditch;
and building about 1857 lineal feet of
concrete culvert, with the excavation
and backfilling in connection
therewith. The work is subdivided,
and
proposals for separate divisions thereof may be submitted.
For specifications ana forms of proposal, address,
ARTHUR STEVENS,
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Fall Hats is new complete.
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Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Stanley arrived
went to Panrpa, last night from Anthony, Kan., and
Edvin Jaoobson
Texas, this morning to work on the will go to Carlsbad tonight on a busirailroad.
ness visit.
J. E. Dixon and son, L. A Dixon, re- MORE TRANSPORTATION FACILturned Sunday morning from a trip
ITIES IMPERATIVELY NEEDED.
to" Artesia.
(By Chairman Martin A. Knapp of the
Interstate Commerce Commission.)
Mrs. John McKinstry returned this
Nothing seems to me more impormorning from a visit with her parents

it

We are showing the latest creations of two of
the best.Millinery houses in America. Our prices
are way below the usual figures. Take a look at it
il
our assortment before you buy.

II
H

tant at the present time, nothing has
so much to do with our national prosFred Putnam arrived last night perity in the immediate future; as to 4
from Winfield. Kan., to enter- the Mi- provide with the least possible delay
a very great increase in our transporlitary Institute.
tation facilities. The profitable output
R. E. McElhannon came up from of the farm, the forest and the factory
Dexter Sunday morning for a visit is measured hy the ability to move
the product promptly and cheaply
with relatives.
from producer to consumer. Upon an
T. F. Cazier came up from Lake
Avakn Sunday morning to spend two
days with his family.

at Hagerman.
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Miss Hollie Kiosinger left .this mor
ning for "Wichita, Kan., to
re-ent-er

Mount Canned college.
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MONEY to LOAN
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